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1   Introduction

This document describes how to use PN7220 in Dual-Host mode. The following sections provide the reader
with a basic understanding of the PN7220 Dual-Host architecture, step-by-step instructions for preparing the
MCUXpresso environment, and explanations on how to run the examples.

Note:  Before reading this document, it is necessary to consult  PN7220 Quick start guide.
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2   Architecture

The complete architecture consists of three parts.

1. Android DH
2. PN7220
3. Secure MCU

Figure 1 shows the basic Dual-Host architecture.
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Figure 1. PN7220 Dual-Host architecture

The Android host is the main DH, and it is driving the NFC Forum communication. It uses an I2CM interface to
communicate with PN7220. The IRQ line indicates to the Android host that PN7220 has data to be read out.
The Mode switch GPIO is connected to the PN7220 and switches between the application processors (Android
<–> Secure MCU).

The Secure MCU is driving the EMVCo communication and uses an HIF-SPI interface to communicate with the
PN7220. HIF-IRQ has the same task as the IRQ line between the Android host and the PN7220.

But the connections mentioned above are not enough. NXP doesn’t provide any "Library or stack" support
between Android host and Secure MCU. For showing the use case, NXP provides the handshake mechanism
between Android host and Secure MCU. Handshake is done with the help of two GPIOs (see Table 1):

1. Mode Switch SP
2. Mode Switch SP Done

GPIO Android host Secure MCU

Mode Switch SP output input

Mode Switch SP Done input output

Table 1. Signal overview for handshake in Dual-Host architecture

On the Mode switch toggle, the PN7220 switches to another DH, and this action resets the PN7220 with a
combination of the following commands:

• CORE_RESET_CMD
• CORE_INIT_CMD

Reset is mandatory to clear all buffers. This prevents any unwanted data transfer between the Secure MCU and
Android host.
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3   Environment preparation

This chapter describes how to set up the environment for Dual-Host mode and running the examples provided
by NXP.

To set up environment, the following resources must be downloaded:

• MCUXpresso [2]
• FRDM-K82 SDK [5]
• NCIRdLib examples [7]

3.1  MCUXpresso installation
To download the necessary files for the installation:

1. Go to [2]
2. Scroll down to the section shown in Figure 2 and click the "DOWNLOAD" button

Note:  The image is just a sample. The webpage can change over time.

Figure 2. MCUXpresso download
3. Log in to your NXP account to access the installation files.
4. After successful login, select the desired version of MCUXpresso and download it.
5. Run the installer and follow the instructions in Section 3.2.

Additional information can be found in the following material:

• MCUXpresso IDE – user guide [3]
• MCUXpresso IDE – installation guide [4]
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3.2  SDK installation
PNEV722xBP2 board uses FRDM-K82 as "secure" MCU. As all examples are based on K82, the FRDM-K82F
SDK is needed to run the examples. The following instructions show how to acquire the SDK resources and
install it in the MCUXpresso IDE.

1. Go to MCUXpresso SDK Builder Webpage and select "Select Development Board".

Figure 3. MCUXpresso SDK Builder webpage

2. Search for "FRDM-K82F".

Figure 4. Search for specific HW
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3. Select "FRDM-K82F" and click "Build MCUXpresso SDK".

Figure 5. Build the SDK

4. Select the necessary resources for the build.

Figure 6. Select what must be added into the SDK

Note:  It is recommended to use the option "SELECT ALL".

5. Click "DOWNLOAD SDK".

Figure 7. Download all
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6. Check the requested SDK build and click "Download SDK".

Figure 8. Confirm download

7. A window pops up. Click to "Download SDK Archive".

Figure 9. Download SDK Archive
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The next step is to import the SDK into the MCUXpresso IDE.

1. Drag the archived file into the MCUXpresso "Installed SDK's" section.

Figure 10. Drag&Drop SDK to MCUXpresso

2. Confirm by clicking the "OK" button.

Figure 11. Click the "OK" button

This is one way of installing the SDK. Follow Importing and SDK package into MCUXpresso IDE for other
options.
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3.3  Examples
Examples provided by NXP can be found under [7]. After downloading, unzip the package.

Follow the steps below to import them into the MCUXpresso IDE:

1. Click "Import project(s) from file system...".

Figure 12. Import project(s) from file system
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2. Click "Browse" in "Project directory (unpacked)".

Figure 13. Browse for examples

3. Search for the unzipped directory and select it.

Figure 14. Select an unzipped directory
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4. Click "Next >".

Figure 15. Click "Next >"
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5. Deselect "Copy projects into workspace" and click "Finish".

Figure 16. Unclick "Copy project into workspace" and click "Finish"

6. Examples are now imported and ready to use.

Figure 17. Imported examples
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4   Hardware

Dual-Host functionality can only be used with PNEV722xBP2. PNEV722xBP2 must be connected to the Android
host, K82, which is used as a "secure" MCU is already integrated on the board.

K82 can be flashed with an external debugger like J-Link or any similar tool. The external debugger must be
connected to the J35.

For detailed information on connections and where to connect the external debugger, refer to the [1], specifically
the section related to PNEV722xBP2 HW.
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5   Explanation of applications

• Secure MCU mode switch application: How to install it can be found in [1]. This application is responsible
for toggle the Mode switch pin. It is an important application, since all examples in NCIRdLib are waiting for
the mode switch to toggle.

• Ncilib_EMVCo_AnalogComplApp: this application is used to perform EMVCo3.0(L1) Analog compliance
validation.

• Ncilib_EMVCo_InteropComplApp: This example is an Interoperability Loopback Application, which is used
to perform EMVCo IOP(L1) with add-on (TTA Bulletin No.195) compliance validation.

• Ncilib_EMVCo_LoopBackComplApp: For the EMVCo profile, this example provides a full EMVCo digital
demonstration along with to SELECT PPSE Commands. This application is used to perform EMVCo CLIF
compliance validation.

• Ncilib_EMVCo_LoopBackComplAppCT: This application is used to perform EMVCo CT compliance
validation.

• Ncilib_SecureDownloadFW: This application is used to perform secure firmware download.

In Ncilib_SecureDownloadFW, the user must provide the location of FW, this is done in
Ncilib_SecureDownloadFW.c. FW can be downloaded from the PN7220 webpage ([8]).

Figure 18. Provide the location of FW
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6   Running the examples

This section describes how to run the examples. As mentioned earlier, the main host is the Android device.
Therefore, it is necessary to use the "Secure MCU Mode Switch application" (refer to the PN7220 Quick start
guide). With this application, the "Mode switch" pin toggles based on the selection setting. This is required to
instruct PN7220 that Secure MCU is taking over the communication.

The following sections show how to run an EMVCo loopback example:

1. Flash the K82 with Ncilib_EMVCo_LoopBackComplApp

Figure 19. Run the example
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2. After running the example, it will wait for the Mode switch to toggle High (the same for all applications)

Figure 20. Application wait Mode switch to toggle high

3. Now, run the Secure MCU Mode Switch application

Figure 21. Run Secure MCU Mode Switch application

• If 1 is selected, the Mode Switch pin goes high and Secure MCU runs the EMVCo profile
• If 2 is selected, the Mode Switch pin goes low and the Android host runs the NFC Forum profile
• If 3 is selected, the Mode Switch pin goes high and Secure MCU starts with FW update
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4. Select 1 and press enter
• Initially, all three pins (MODE_SWITCH, MODE_SWITCH_SP and MODE_SWITCH_SP_DONE) are low.

Figure 22. Initial values on pins

• When 1 is selected, MODE_SWITCH and MODE_SWITCH_SP are toggling high.

Figure 23. Pins change value to high
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• Now, Secure MCU has taken over and PN7220 is running in EMVCo mode. PN7220 can now detect the card
in EMVCo mode, and communication runs between the PN7220 and the Secure MCU.

Figure 24. PN7220 can detect card in EMVCo mode

5. • If 2 is selected, the pins toggle to low and Android takes over the execution (NFC Forum)

Figure 25. Changing back to Android host (NFC Forum)

Based on choices in the Secure MCU Mode Switch application, the values of three pins change, and the
selected host is responsible for communication.

The steps described above are common to all examples, except for the FW update, where a different option is
enabled in "Secure MCU Mode Switch" (option 3), however, this does not affect the execution of the examples.
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7   Abbreviations and acronyms

Acronym Description

APDU application protocol data unit

AOSP Android open source project

DH device host

HAL hardware abstraction layer

FW firmware

I2C Inter-Integrated Circuit

LPCD lower powered card detection

NCI NFC controller interface

NFC near-field communication

MW middleware

PLL phase-locked loop

P2P peer to peer

RF radio frequency

SDA serial data

SMCU secure microcontroller

SW software

Table 2. Abbreviations
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9   Note about the source code in the document

Example code shown in this document has the following copyright and BSD-3-Clause license:

Copyright 2024 NXP Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are
permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials must be provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or
promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
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10   Revision history

Document ID Release date Description

AN14224 v.1.0 08 April 2024 • Initial version
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In no event shall NXP Semiconductors, its affiliates or their suppliers
be liable to customer for any special, indirect, consequential, punitive
or incidental damages (including without limitation damages for loss of
business, business interruption, loss of use, loss of data or information, and
the like) arising out the use of or inability to use the product, whether or not
based on tort (including negligence), strict liability, breach of contract, breach
of warranty or any other theory, even if advised of the possibility of such
damages.
Notwithstanding any damages that customer might incur for any reason
whatsoever (including without limitation, all damages referenced above and
all direct or general damages), the entire liability of NXP Semiconductors,
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